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PREFACE 

The problems related to aircraft trailing vortices are currently under 

intensive study for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) by the 

U. S. Department of Transportation. The Transportation Systems Center 

(TSC) of the U. S. Department of Transportation (DOT) initiated and is 

carrying out several programs in this area, including programs to 

develop acoustic systems for detecting, tracking, and measuring the 

strength of aircraft wake vortices. Avco Corporation's Systems 

Division (Avco/SD) designed, built, and tested a pulsed acoustic 

vortex sensing system (PAVSS) under Contract DOT-TSC-620 in 

support of these DOT/TSC efforts. The software currently used in 

vortex tracking produces useful, but difficult-to-interpret data tracks. 

Avco/SD engaged two subcontractors to investigate possible improve 

ments in the area of vortex tracking using pulsed acoustic data. This 

report presents Avco's recommendations regarding incorporation of 

various improvements proposed by the subcontractors, and includes 

the final reports prepared by each of the subcontractors. 

This volume of the final report on the PAVSS program describes the 

approaches made toward improving the software used for vortex 

tracking. Other aspects of the system are covered in additional volumes 

(Volumes I, III, and IV). 

The work performed under this contract was significantly 

enhanced by the close cooperation and contributions of Ralph Kodis, 

David Burnham, and Thomas Sullivan, all of DOT /TSC. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This introduction is presented in two parts. Paragraph 1. 1 serves as 

an introduction to the complete final report; Paragraph 1.2 serves as 

an introduction to this volume (Volume II) of that report. 

1. 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE FINAL REPORT 

Trailing vortices from heavy jet aircraft represent a currently undefined 

hazard, particularly during landing and takeoff operations. Considerations 

of safety and the need to optimize airport operation make it essential to 

acquire positive information about the presence and locations of vortices 

generated by heavy aircraft. 

The feasibility of using multi-static pulsed acoustic radar to detect and 

track wake vortices has been demonstrated by the Department of 

Transportation's Transportation Systems Center (DOT/TSC) in tests at 

Logan International Airport, Boston, Mass.; at John F. Kennedy Inter 

national Airport, New York, N. Y.; and at the National Aviation Facilities 

Experimental Center (NAFEC), Atlantic City, N. J. The hardware used 

during these tests consisted of laboratory models. The equipment was 

not engineered for long-term installation in the field, and was incapable 

of automatic real-time data processing and display. 

This report describes a pulsed acoustic vortex sensing system (PAVSS) 

development program carried out by Avco Systems Division (Avco/SD) 

for DOT/TSC under Contract DOT-TSC-620. The goal of this program 

was to develop, build, and test an engineered wake vortex sensing system 

consisting of acoustic sensors and associated electronics; to acquire and 

process the sensed data; and to display this data visually in real time. 

The complete final report on this program consists of this volume 

(Volume II, STUDIES OF IMPROVED PAVSS PROCESSING TECHNIQUES) 

and three additional volumes, as follows: 

Volume I HARDWARE DESIGN 

Volume III PAVSS OPERATION AND SOFTWARE 

DOCUMENTATION 

Volume IV PAVSS PROGRAM SUMMARY AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
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1.2 INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME II, STUDIES OF IMPROVED 

PAVSS PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 

This volume of the Final Report on the Pulsed Acoustic Vortex Sensing 

System describes two studies carried out in support of that program. 

These were independent studies, carried out by Scope Electronics, Inc. 

and the Arcon Corporation under Avco/SD subcontracts, to investigate 

methods of improving automatic vortex delay tracking techniques. The 

final reports by these subcontractors are included in this volume as 

Appendixes A and B, respectively. 

a. Background 

Avco/SD designed and developed a PAVSS capable of detecting 

and locating trailing (wake) vortices produced by aircraft 

during landings. In achieving this capability, the system must 

track a series of acoustic pulses that have been refracted by a 

vortex (the vortex return). Such returns are slightly delayed 

relative to direct (line-of-sight, LOS) acoustic pulses. Avco/ 

SD developed a simple tracking algorithm designed to track 

both the vortex returns and the LOS returns in the presence 

of noise. This approach, while meeting the goal of simplicity, 

presented certain problems related to initial acquisition of a 

vortex return track, to tracking a vortex return close (in time) 

to an LOS signal, to bridging gaps in a vortex return track, and 

to stopping the track upon reaching the end of vortex return data, 

Avco/SD, therefore, placed subcontracts with two companies 

(Scope Electronics, Inc., of Reston, Virginia, and Arcon 

Corporation, of Wakefield, Mass., Avco/SD Purchase 

Orders 259700 and 259699, respectively) to conduct inde 

pendent investigations of tracker development. This was 

done to take full advantage of the current state-of-the-art 

expertise of these firms in the area of tracker technology. 

Appendixes A and B are the final reports by Scope (Report 

SEI-7063, dated 10 May 1974) and Arcon (Report R74-2W, 

dated 18 March 1974). 

b. Organization of Volume II 

The remaining sections of this volume of the final report 

cover the areas described below: 

Section 2 Discusses the major features of the 

investigation and approach followed 

by each subcontractor. 
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Section 3 Presents Avco/SD's recommendations 

regarding implementation of certain 

tracker features. 

Appendix A Final Report by Scope Electronics, Inc, 

Appendix B Final Report by Arcon Corporation. 
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2. DISCUSSION 

This section summarizes the features of the approach that each sub 

contractor employed. Details regarding their efforts are contained 

in the appropriate appendixes (Appendix A for Scope, Appendix B for 

Arcon which are presented essentially as received). 

2. 1 SCOPE ELECTRONICS, INC. 

Scope Electronics, Inc. started with the basic "minimum mean 

square error" tracker developed by Avco/SD for the PAVSS-program 

and improved it in certain specific areas. The modifications consist 

essentially of a special starting routine, tighter tracking with a non-

symmetric tracking window, line-of-sight masking, and a temporary 

stop routine. These improvements were implemented and tested 

(using taped data covering 15 different landings). The results indicated 

that the modified program showed significant improvement in each of 

the problem areas. 

The principal features of the Scope program are: 

1. Tracking of the LOS data prior to aircraft arrival with 

appropriate guard bands. 

2. Use of a delay tracker with: 

a. A start routine that employs a bin approach. 

b. Side track avoidance capability. 

c. Provisions for re-starting when track gaps occur. 

d. An effective stop routine. 

Except for the LOS guard band provisions, all of the features proposed 

by Scope are new and are directly applicable to the PAVSS minicomputer 

software. 

2.2 ARCON CORPORATION 

The Arcon Corporation developed an entirely new tracking technique, 

one based upon use of a fixed-point smoothing algorithm. The algorithm 

represents an implementation of a Kalman-Bucy filter based upon an 

idealized model of track dynamics. Due to the fixed-point smoothing 

2-1 



algorithm's efficiency, multiple tracking is possible, and its use over 

comes the various tracking difficulties that were encountered using 

Avco's single-track technique. A simplified version of the Arcon 

method has been programmed and checked out. The program has only 

been given preliminary tests (with promising results). No formal test 

results were obtained. 

The Arcon Corporation program features; 

1. Multiple tracking, using: 

a. Parent and trial tracks. 

b. Track selection based on vortex calculations. 

2. A smoothing approach based on the Kalman-Bucy filter. 

Since Arcon provided no test runs using these features, their actual value 

in alleviating the present PAVSS software difficulties could not be 

determined. 

2-2 



3. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Avco/SD recommends that consideration be given to implementing 

several of the tracker improvements developed in the course of the 

Scope and Arcon investigations. 

Initial test results obtained with the present Avco/SD-built PAVSS 

and its associated software indicate that the most pressing needs are 

for: (1) improved start, or delay track acquisition, and (2) better 

smoothing of the track after it is acquired. Track smoothing is also 

important from the viewpoint of production of more meaningful and 

more easily interpreted plot presentations. The features incorporated 

in the program proposed by Scope appear to satisfy all of these needs. 

The bin approach to the starting routine, which is initiated when air 

craft noise has subsided, should provide excellent initial acquisition 

of the delay track. The side-track avoidance, re-start, and stop 

routines should insure that the best delay track is maintained while 

the vortex remains in the receiver/transmitter field of view. This 

should prevent acquisition of ground clutter during acquisition of 

weak or intermittent delay track data. 

Avco/SD strongly recommends that the PAVSS software be modified 

immediately to implement the features discussed above, thereby 

substantially improving the system's tracking capability. 

The Kalman-Bucy filter approach investigated by Arcon had pre 

viously been considered by both Avco/SD and TSC. No test data 

has been supplied to evaluate the Arcon technique. It may, however, 

prove desirable to employ it in several test cases to permit its 

evaluation. 
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APPENDIX A 

Aircraft Wake Vortex Tracker, 

Final Technical Report 

Scope Electronics, Inc., SEI Reference 7063, 

dated 10 May 1974 
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are summarized in the following steps. For details, the reader 

is referred to Ref. (1), pp. 4-3S to 4-44. 

1) High-pass prefilter the signal to Temove the low-frequency 

noise without attenuating the signal component. 

2) Pass through a synchronous detector which acts as both a 

narrow-band filter and a detector. 

3) Find true derivative and reject negative derivative. 

4) Find true integration (of positive derivative only) and 

reset to zero each time negative derivative is encountered. 

(The overall effect of 3 and 4 is to restore the signal but 

without the portions with negative slopes and start all 

portions with positive slopes from zero baseline.) 

5) Compare with preselected thresholds and mark 1 (dot) for 

crossings with positive slopes. In the ideal receiver, 

the first crossing would be due to the LOS and the second 

due to the delayed return from the closest transmitter. 

(The preselected threshold is chosen on, the basis of noise 

statistics, by computing a weighted sura, of the noise mean 

and noise variation as in (5) pp. 3-79. } 

Steps 1 through 5 are shown diagrammatically in Figure 3. 

This processed and digitized receiver data forms the basis for 

automatic detection and tracking of the line of sight (LOS) and 
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vortex returns. Knowing the geometry of the transceivers and 

the speed of sound, the LOS and delay tracker results are 

then used to compute the vortex position. Redundancy is built 

into the system because under ideal conditions only 2 receivers 

(transmitters) and 1 transmitter (receiver) are required to locate 

the vortex position which is given by the intersection of two 

ellipses with one common focus at the single transmitter (receiver) 

and the other foci at the two receivers (transmitters) as shown 

in Appendix C and D in Ref. (5). A. system diagram is shown in 

Figure 4. This effort was restricted only to the part block 

diagrammed as "DELAY TRACKER." Magnetic tape consisting of pro 

cessed and digitized data from 15 aircraft landings were provided 

for testing the performance of the "DELAY TRACKER". 

A few points regarding the analog to digital (A/D) conversion 

should be noted. The amplitude and pulse width information of 

the analog return is lost, the threshold level is a constant and 

time sampling precludes getting more than, one dot (1) in a sampling 

interval (approximately .5 msec.) in a given frame for all receivers 

A typical receiver output after A/D conversion is displayed in 

Figure 5 in the form of a delay (approximately .5 msec, increments) 

vs. time (approximately .5 sec. increments) plot. 
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Section 2 

THE TRACKER 

2.1 The Approach 

The receiver output and the analog processing done on it before 

digitization were briefly discussed in the previous section. 

A typical receiver output after digitization is shown in Figure 5. 

as a plot of delay (approximately .5 msec.) vs. time (approximately 

.5 sec.). 

Our approach to tracking was to divide the output into four dis 

tinct non-overlapping regions functionally labeled as (1) LOS 

Track Only, (2) Noise, (3) Start and, (4) Delay Track Only. 

These regions shown in Figure 6 are categorized by the type of 

tracking done in them, i.e., LOS tracking only before aircraft 

arrival in (1), no tracking in aircraft noise, (2) Start routine 

only for the vortex delay track implemented in (3), and Vortex 

delay tracking only in (4). These forms of tracking will be 

discussed below. 

2.2 LOS Tracking Only 

Before the aircraft arrival, the tracks are relatively noise-free 

and the regions where the LOS tracks are expected can be closely 

specified. By restricting the LOS tracking to these tight regions, 

A-lU 



the problem of tracking clutter can be easily overcome. For each 

LOS track there are two quantities of interest which must be 

extracted for later vortex tracking and calculations, i.e., the 

LOS running average and LOS running variation. Throughout this 

discussion the term variation will be used to describe a quantity 

similar to variance but differing in that it uses the absolute 

value of the error rather than the square of the error as shovn 

in (2.2). This contributes to great savings in computation with 

out degrading the performance. 

Since the running average with a time constant of M would require 

the storage of M values, in general, a slightly different approach 

yielding a similar answer but requiring one storage element was 

found to be more appropriate as shown in (2.1) and (2.2). Subscript 

i represents the ith frame and Yi the LOS value in ith frame. 

LOS Running Average YS^ 

M . YS. , + Y. 

LOS Running Variation ^ 

M . YSS. , + |YS. - Y. 

A-15 
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The LOS tracking is terminated as soon as the noise count in 

each frame exceeds a preset threshold based on the difference 

between aircraft noise count and the count in the relatively 

noise-free region prior to the aircraft arrival. The values of 

YS- and YSS. are accepted as the final values for the LOS and 

LOS variation respectively fof use in the vortex delay tracking 

and other vortex related calculations. As for the aircraft noise 

region ideally no tracking at all is done during this interval. 

Experimentally it was found that a region of 20 increments 

(approximately 10 msec.) on either side of the expected LOS was 

more than sufficient for tracking LOS. Also the time constant 

M = 40 was implemented. It was further found that the results are 

not degraded even if the tracking is continued into the aircraft 

noise region. This is true because of the fact that the time 

constant M = 40 is much larger than the aircraft noise region. 

As far as the experimental results are concerned this was the 

procedure that was followed with the above parameters. They are 

shown in Figures 17 through 31 with suffix b as 

NF = - LOS = - LOSV = -

where 

NF = Total Number of Frames used for averaging 
LOS= Final LOS average in approximately .5 msec increments 

LOSV = Final LOS Variation in approximately .5 msec, increments 

A-16 
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Table 1 

RUNNING MMSE DELAY TRACKER 

Given; 

1) Frame No. = i 

2) Delay = Y1 

Want: 

1) Estimate Delay = ?1 

Need: 

Running averages of, 

1) Frame No. = T 

2) Delay * Y1 

3) Variance of Frame = erf 

4) Covariance of Frame^ Delay = a. 

Yi 

Additionally: 

5) Track-Density = <*j 

6) Delay Error = fY^ - Y.| 

Answer: 

A » a1v, 

Y1 = B + A » i 

A-17 
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2.3 Running MMSE Delay Tracker 

Once the aircraft noise has subsided significantly (ascertained 

by the noise count in a frame) it is possible to do the delay 

tracking. Since the LOS mean and variation were finalized prior 

to the aircraft arrival they will be assumed to remain unchanged 

during delay tracking. This approach not only reduces the num 

ber of computations required during delay tracking, (essential 

for real-time tracking with a minicomputer), but also keeps the 

LOS mean a.id variation free of any vortex interference. This is 

especially true for low-lying vortices close to the LOS. 

The quantities required for the running minimum mean square error 

(MMSE) delay tracker are shown in Table 1 for clarity. The 

computations required for the MMSE delay tracker are tabulated 

in Appendix A. Again, as in the LOS calculations, it is convenient 

to deviate slightly from the exact running average in order to 

save on the storage requirements. The exact running average would 

require a storage of as many quantities as the time constant 

(e.g. N in the case of a.), however, the modified approach requires 

only one storage element per running average as shown in Appendix 

A. 

A-18 
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2.3.1 Basic Running MMSE Tracker- Problems 

The basic delay tracker as implemented by AVCO was found to 

suffer from the 5 problems categorized below: 

1) Start 

2) Side-track 

3) LOS Masking 

4) Clutter 

5) Stop 

2.3.1.1 Start 

Start refers to the difficulty in acquiring a delay track at the 

beginning. The twin problem of acquiring the right track and 

acquiring it as fast as possible was found to be the most important 

flaw in the basic delay tracker. An example of the start problem. 

is shown in Figure 7. 

The solution to the start problem was to divide the vortex delay 

into two regions, the first region would be exclusively used for 

implementing the Start Routine and the following region for delay 

tracking. The Start Routine was to accomplish the delay track 

acquisition correctly and as fast as possible with no more com 

putations required than those used for the delay tracking. To 

A-20 IS 
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this end the idea selected was to divide the receiver region 

above the LOS into horizontal, sloping and offset sloping bins 

as shown in Figure 8. 

A score of the number of hits occurring in each bin is kept 

until one of them crosses a preselected threshold. In case of 

a draw between the horizontal bin and the sloping bins a prefer 

ence is given to the sloping bins. When two or more bins with 

the same slope tie, the uppermost bin is selected. 

The delay point within the winning bin and its slope are then 

used to initiate the delay tracking. All the initial values of 

the tracking parameters in Appendix A are computed as if the 

number of hits in the winning bin occurred consecutively and 

with the slope of the bin as shown in Appendix B. This assures 

continuity and proper weighting of the past delay data. 

As far as the implementation of the Start Routine is concerned, 

a bin width of 10 increments or about 5 msec was found to be 

optimum. It was found convenient to ignore the contents of the 

first 2 horizontal bins and 4 sloping and offset sloping bins 

immediately above the LOS because of the concentration of noise 

close to the LOS and the fact that the vortices generally require 

A-22 
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reasonable amount of time before they descend to such low heights 

Because of the ease with which vortices with large delays weTe 

acquired and their rapidly descending nature and the available 

computer storage it was found sufficient to include only 8 

horizontal and 16 sloping and 16 offset sloping bins. Also the 

Start Routine was terminated if the threshold was not crossed 

after searching through 60 frames (approximately 30 sec). 

Results of the above implementation are presented in Figures 17 

through 21. 

All of these parameters may be changed if the situation 

warrants it. If the storage requirements of the minicomputer 

necessitate it, the elimination of Offset Sloping Bins would 

not affect track acquisition significantly, however, it would 

affect the total time required for track acquisition. 

2.3.1.2 Side-track 

Side-tracking refers to the problem of getting off the main 

delay track and tracking a ghost image as shown in Figure 9 or 

tracking into a false track composed of noise as shown in Figure 

10. This difficulty arises due to the fact that when a hit 

belonging to the correct delay track does not occur, the tracker 

picks any other closest hit which occurs within the frame and 

starts tracking along the new path. 
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The solution to this problem was to reject any hits which occur 

outside a preselected window around the predicted estimate of 

the delay. Since the Start Routine enables us to pick the cor 

rect track with greater confidence, we can afford to put a 

tighter bound around the delay tracker. To allow the tracking 

of upward rising vortices the window is made wider on the upper 

side as shown in Figure 11. A variable windovr based on the 

delay tracker variation was also tried and found to be inappro 

priate for the type of vortex data provided. The variable win 

dow which has a tendency to get very narrow as the delay tracker 

goes through smooth data quite often loses the track during 

transition from smooth to rough data and therefore this idea 

was abandoned. 

As far as the implementation is concerned, a window of 7 incre 

ments (approximately 3.5 msec) on either side with an extra 

margin of 7 increments on the upper side was found to give satis 

factory results. These values may be changed slightly without 

affecting the results significantly; however, it was found 

necessary to retain the asymmetry in the window to track the 

upward rising vortices without substantially affecting the 

tracking of normal descending vortices. Some of the results 

can be seen in Figures 22 through 24. 
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Figure 11. Tighter Window to Prevent Side-Tracking 
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2.3.1.3 LOS Masking 

LOS masking refers to the problem of tracking the vortex delay 

as close to the line of sight as possible. This is especially 

true for the low-lying vortices close to ground xvhich persist 

for a long period of time. The problem of delay tracks which 

interact with the LOS and disappear into the LOS only to reappear 

later as distinct delay tracks will be dealt with in the Stop 

Routine. 

The solution,which gave favorable results^was to select a region 

above the LOS based on the LOS statistics which would be off 

limits to the delay tracker as shown in Figure 12. The region 

was set equal to two times the LOS variation or 5 increments 

(approximately 2.5 msec.) whichever was maximum. The minimum value 

of 5 increments appears to be a reasonable number to allow for 

the interaction of the vortex with the LOS. 

The above criterion together with the tighter asymmetrical window 

with a smaller value on the lower side, keeps the delay tracker 

from getting pulled by the LOS and yet there is enough flexibility 

to track vortices which may rise again. 

In the implementation, the off limits region above the LOS was 

chosen as the maximum of two times the LOS variation or 5 incre 

ments and the lower window was set to 7 increments (approximately 
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3.5 msec). The results of the LOS masking (some with the STOP 

routine) are shown in Figures 25 through 28. 

2.3.1.4 Clutter 

Clutter problems can be divided into two categories, clutter 

within the expected region for delay tracking and clutter out 

side this region. In the 15 landings that were examined no 

obvious cases of the former were noticed. A suggested solution 

for the clutter within the delay tracking region would be to 

track these before the aircraft arrival in the segment marked 

LOS Tracking Only in Figure 6. Once the clutter tracks aTe 

known they can be used in the Start Routine by eliminating those 

horizontal bins which contain clutter from consideration. Once 

the correct start is made, the tighter window around the delay 

tracker will keep it from being sidetrackedoby clutter. 

As far as the clutter outside the expected delay tracking region 

is concerned, these can conveniently be accomplished by masking 

out those regions completely. In the implementation it was 

found that the horizontal bins above 120 increments (approxi 

mately 60 msec) from the LOS were not required, hence clutter 

in this region would not pose any problems. Figures 31 and 32 

show the results. 
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2.3.1.S Stop 

Finding suitable criteria for stopping the tracker was another 

problem encountered in implementing the basic delay tracker. 

The three criteria shown in Figure 13 as 1) Track Density, 

2) Noise Density and 3) Delay Error were examined for their 

applicability. 

1) Track Density refers to the running average of density of 

hits within the delay tracker window. It is shown as ct^ 

in Appendix A. 

2) Noise Density refers to the running average of the density 

of frames with more than one hit above the LOS masking 

region per delay track. 

3) Delay Error Tefers to running average of the absolute error 

between the calculated estimate and the actual delay which 

is sho\;n as D in Appendix A. 

Except for the noise only situations, the track density param 

eter o. or a slight variation thereof was found to be quite suf 

ficient for stopping the delay tracker. Since the track density 

parameter is restricted to a tight window around the delay 

tracker, the delay error criterion was found to be redundant 

for this case. 

The problem of distinguishing noise only situations from noise 

plus delay track situations as shown in Figure 14 proved to be 
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more difficult. Since the noise density criterion as stated 

earlier (#2 in Figure 13) would give similar results in both 

these cases and since the tracker always chooses the path with 

the minimum mean squared error through either of these cases, 

it would appeaT that none of. the criteria in Figure 13 would 

be able to distinguish between these two cases. 

It seems that the noise density criterion needs to be modified. 

One promising approach would be to consider the noise density in 

the tight window around the delay tracker instead of the larger 

delay frame. This would keep the noise density for the noise only 

case relatively unchanged but drastically reduce the noise density 

in the noise plus delay track case. 

As far as the situation where the delay track disappears in the 

LOS and reappears later to hover above the LOS is concerned, it 

was found convenient to make the first stop a temporary one and 

initiate a Restart Routine. The Restart Routine consists of looking 

through the tighter window for a preselected number frames until the 

number of hits crosses a certain threshold which in general is the 

same as that in the Start Routine. If the number of hits does 

not cross the threshold then the delay tracker is terminated 

permanently4 If the number of hits crosses the threshold, "'then 

the delay tracking is resumed until the second stop which termi 

nates the delay tracker permanently. 

29 



A slight modification of this would be to reinitiate the Start 

Routine after the first temporary stop. Since the temporary 

stop generally occurs close to the LOS and noise is also more 

pronounced close to the LOS, the Start Routine may initiate 

tracking of noise only. This problem may be alleviated some 

what by 1) choosing only those Start Routine bins which are 

above the lower bound of the temporarily stopped delay tracker, 

2) assigning a different slope to the Sloping Bins, and 3) de 

creasing the bin width since fewer bins are required. 

In Figures 17 through 32 a slight modification of track density 

criterion was implemented. The delay tracker was temporarily 

stopped when there were no hits in 8 consecutive frames within 

the tracker window. The tracker, however, continues looking 

through the window and updating all the parameters and if the 

number of hits within the window exceeds 6, restarts tracking 

until 8 consecutive no hits in the window. Also if the number 

of hits within the delay tracking window does not exceed the 

threshold of 6 in the remaining frames, the Restart Routine 

stops the delay tracker permanently. In general, a number such 

as 60 consecutive frames (approximately 30 sec) would be more 

reasonable for the Restart Routine implementation. The results 

of the Stop Routine implementation can be seen vividly in 

Figures 26 through 30. 
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2.3.2 Flow Charts and Computational Requirements 

Since the basic tracker is the same as that implemented by AVCO 

(1), i.e., minimum mean square error delay tracker, its flow 

chart computational requirements and timing will not be dis 

cussed here. The flow chart, time and storage requirements for 

all the additions and modifications discussed in the previous 

sections will be the subject of this section. 

2.3.2.1 Start Routine Implementation 

The flow chart for the Start Routine is shown in Figure 15. The 

first conditional branch marked "START=1" decides whether the 

Start Routine or the delay tracker is in effect. START is of 

course initialized to 0 beforehand. The box computes the bins 

in which the delay point lies, i.e., J2 for horizontal, J4 for 

sloping and J6 for offset sloping, and then adds one to the pre 

vious number of hits in the appropriate bin, i.e., HITSH for 

horizontal, HITSS for sloping and HITSO for offset sloping. The 

following three conditional branches update the maximum number 

of hits, MAXH if any of the latest bins exceed the previous max 

imum, otherwise MAXH remains unchanged. The delay and the slope 

of the bin corresponding to the maximum is also updated or left 

alone in parallel with MAXH as shown in the three boxes to the 

right. 

At the end of the frame a conditional branch compares the maxi 

mum number of hits MAXH thus far with the threshold HTHR to 

decide whether to continue Start Routine or to initiate delay 
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tracker. The last conditional branch .compares the total number 

of frames gone through so far with the preselected threshold to 

decide whether to continue the Start Routine or Stop permanently 

The time and storage requirements for the above Start Routine 

on PDP-11 with the extended Arithmetic Unit (KE11-A) are as 

follows. 

Time: 6 Conditional branches 
4 Multiplies/Divides 

6 Adds 

approximately 45 usec. per track 

Storage: 8 Words HITSH 
16 Words HITSS 

16 Words HITSO 

6 Words Miscellaneous 

46 Words total per track 

There are a few observations worth noting about the Start 

Routine. 

1) It is inherently fixed point. 

2) Although the storage requirement appears to be high 
compared to the storage requirement for the delay tracker, 
the time requirement is much lower. 

3) Since each word is expected to be less than 4 bits, these 
words can be packed 4 to 1 in the 16-bit computer word 
requiring approximately 12 computer words. The time required 
for scrambling and unscrambling the words is traded for 

lower storage. 

4) Since the Start Routine and delay tracker are operating in 
mutually exclusive intervals, the storage can overlay that 

used by the delay tracker. 
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2.3.2.2 Delay Tracker Additions 

The flow chart for the remaining modifications under the 

categories of side-tracking, LOS Masking, Clutter and Stop 

are shown in Figure 16. The first three-conditional branches com 

bine the solution to side-tracking and LOS Masking. The first 

branch eliminates data points within LOS variation. The next 

two branches accept points within the tracker window around the 

predicted estimate, Yi_1. The following two conditional branches 

on the left choose the point with the lowest error, d ,„. The 
* old 

following right branch performs all the delay tracker updating when 

dold has been changed ^om its initial large value, otherwise it 

goes through the Stop Routine. The following conditional branch 

compares the number of consecutive no hits to a threshold and 

Stops the first time if the threshold is exceeded. The conditional 

branch "STOP = 1" decides whether it is a first temporary 

stop or second final stop. STOP is of course initialized to 0 

at the beginning. 

The maximum time and storage requirements for the above delay 

tracker modifications on PDP-11 with the Extended Arithmetic 

Unit (KE11-A) are as follows: 

Time: 5 Conditional Branches 
1 Subtract 

1 Absolute Value 
2 Stores 

Approximately 23 ysec. per track 
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Storage: LOSV 

dold 
yold 

4 words per track 

It Is important to note that some of the storage shown in 

the flow chart i.e., low, up, are common to all tracks and that 

the path marked "NO HIT CALCULATION" requires an insignificant 

number of computations compared with "HIT CALCULATION" and also 

occurs less frequently. Therefore, the above time and storage 

requirements represent the most frequent and time consuming 

computational additions to the basic delay tracker. In Ref. (1), 

the time required for the basic delay tracker calculations was 

estimated as 300 ysec* per track in fixed point arithmetic, so 

the above additions which are also in fixed point arithmetic re 

present an increase of approximately 81. 

2.3*3 Fixed Point Implementation of Tracker 

This section deals with the problems involved in using the finite 

16-bit word length of the minicomputers such as PDP-11 to do the 

dtlay tracker computations. It should again be emphasized that 

til the additions and modifications done on the basic tracker are 

inhorently fixed point and the 16-bit word size is amply sufficient 

s« 



for accomplishing the Start Routine or the additions to the 

basic delay tracker. Therefore, we shall be concern-. ■•! ■■: ■'< y vitii 

the basic tracker computations in fixed point arithmetic. 

It can be safely stated that except for the two second order 

non-central moments in Appendix A, most of the remaining com 

putations can be done in fixed point arithmetic by scaling the 

quantities up and occasionally rescaling if necessary. Since the 

16-bit word allows up to 6S536 levels of quantization, this should 

be quite sufficient for all the quantities in Appendix A except 

XSS. and XYS. as shown below: 

M_ . XSS., + i2 

Ms 

and, 

M . XYS. ♦ i . Y± 

XYS. 

Maximum values of i and Y. (normalized to LOS) were found to 

go as high up as 300 frame increments and 120 delay increments 

A-1*2 
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respectively, hence i2 exceeds the 16-bit word size and i . Y. 

is very close to the limit. The solution to this problem is 

to use centralized second order moments as follows: 

M_ . Var(X}. . + M - ys.i2 Var(X). - Ms • 'V%i - Ci - XS,) 

1 M s 

and, 

Ms -CovCXY}. - Ms - Covm)..^ g -XS^CY. - YS|) 

1 M s 

Maximum values of (i - XS.) and (Y. - YS±) should not go beyond 

the time constant C-10 frames) and the larger tracker window 

width (=14 increments) respectively. Besides keeping the values 

low, it also reduces the number of multiplies by 2 since the 

slope A is directly given by Cov/Var. 

As far as the track density running average, a± is concerned 

since it ideally represents an integral number of hits per (N + 1) 

frames, it should not require any more quantization than (N + 1) 

levels. In order to avoid the degradation due to the cumulative 

effect of division every change of frame, the following procedure 

should work: 

o. , o —°i-2 * 3i-l = CNum)i-l 
N + 1 N * x 
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For the present frame i, by using mainly the numerator from the 

previous frame calculation the deterioration from the fixed point 

division is avoided in the iterative process. This also reduces 

the number of multiplies by one at the expense of increasing the 

storage by one. 

Assuming M is quantized to the same level as ai i.e., (N + 1) 

or approximately 4 bits, and XS.^, YS^ do not exceed 8 bit word 

size for integral number of frame and delay increments, that still 

leaves 4 more bits for finer quantization of XSi and YSi> 

Although the fixed point version of the basic tracker was not 

implemented as such the results of the modified delay tracker 

still hold since the changes applied to the basic tracker are all 

in fixed point arithmetic. 

2.4 Results 

This section discusses the effect of the various modifications 

to the basic delay tracker on actual field data after analog 

processing and A/D conversion by AVCO. The following data were 

examined. 
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No. of Landings 15 

No. of Receivers/Landing 6 
No. of Delay Tracks/Receiver 3 

Total no. of Tracks examined 270 

For the sake of brevity,of the 270 delay tracks only those which 

gave problems with the basic tracker and the corresponding 

improvement from the modifications are shown in Figures 17 

through 32. From the figures it can be seen that: 

1) The Start Routine with the Horizontal, Sloping and Offset 
Sloping Bins significantly improves the wrong start and 
late start problem. 

2) Tighter delay tracking eliminates sharp discontinuities, 
wrong tracks and tracking the LOS. 

3) Non-symmetric window around delay tracker enables tracking 
of upward rising vortices and prevents tracking LOS. 

4) Masking of a region 2 times LOS variation.allows tracking 
as close to LOS as statistically possible. 

5) Temporary stop allows for tracking of delay tracks which 
disappear into LOS only to reappear later as low-lying tracks 
which tend to persist. 

From the visual observation of the modified delay tracker results 

of the 270 tracks it can be stated that the miss rate (or tracking 

wrong tracks) was 2 to 3%. An example of miss is shown in Figure 

Most of the misses were due to situations similar to those 

shown in Figure 26b, where there are two equally strong delay 

tracks. Some misses occurred due to wrong start through noise. 

A-1 
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Noisy situations where there is no visible delay track or the 

delay track is buried in too much noise accounted for 121 of 

the total 270 cases. Although the modified noise density 

criterion was net implemented, it is believed that its use 

would significantly improve the rejection rate of noise only 

situations without worsening the miss rate of 2 to 33. Since 

there is a built-in redundancy in the PAVSS, both the miss rate 

and the false alarm rate would be drastically reduced when the 

redundant tracks are omitted from consideration. Theoretically, 

since only 2 tracks out of the possible 18 are nonredundant, 

the above percentages could be reduced by a factor of as much 

as 9, assuming uniform distribution. 
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Section 3 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The objectives of this effort were to come up with an algorithm 

for the tracking of LOS and vortex delay which did not have any 

of the problems associated with the basic minimum mean square 

error (MMSE) tracker, so that it can eventually be implemented 

in real-time on a minicomputer such as PDP-11. In spite of the 

fact that the processed and digitized data did not contain the 

amplitude and bandwidth (or pulse width) information, which were 

considered to be serious handicaps, all the goals of this effort 

have been accomplished and suggestions for improvement and further 

work are also made. 

Starting with the basic MMSE tracker, all the problems associated 

with it were individually analyzed and various solutions tried. 

Successful solutions consisting of the Start Routine, tighter 

tracking with non-symmetric window, LOS masking and temporary 

stop were implemented and tried on a wide cross-section of track 

data from IS landings. Furthermore the solutions consisted of 

simple procedures done in fixed, point arithmetic which can easily 

be added to the basic tracker with realistic storage and time re 

quirements. 
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For further improvements in the rejection rate for the noise 

only situations it is recommended that the modified noise 

density criterion mentioned in Section 2.3.1.5 be implemented. 

It would also be interesting to further pursue the fixed point 

arithmetic suggested in Section 2.3.3 for the basic tracker by 

implementing the total modified tracker in fixed point arithmetic 

and trying it on the same 15 landings or any other later improved 

data. Real-time implementation of the final algorithm coded in 

machine language on a minicomputer such as PDP-11 would also 

be of great value. 
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Appendix A 

RUNNING MMSE DELAY TRACKER CALCULATIONS 

N ■ Time constant of running average of track density 

M ■ Time constant of running MMSE tracker 

i » Frame number 

Yj° Value of the delay point in frame i 

■1 if a hit occurs in frame i 

V 
«0 otherwise 

N . 
TRACK DENSITY, o. -

N 

TC MODIFICATION, Mg -• a± . M 

M 

FRAME NUMBER, XSj - s * 

DELAY, YS . . 

Ms ♦ 1 

M XSS + 

(FRAME).(FRAME) XSS, ■ s ' A°°i-1 
Ms + 1 
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Ms . XYS^ ♦ i • Y. 

(FRAME)•(DELAY), XYSi = 

SLOPE, A = 

INTERCEPT, B = YS, - XS, .A 

DELAY ESTIMATE, Y, = B + A . i 

Ms*Di-l * |Yi " Yi' 
DELAY ERROR, D, = — , lf Bi = 1 

M_ + 1 

»i - Di-i • i£ Bi 
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Appendix B 

INITIAL VALUES OF THE TRACKER PARAMETERS 

Assume the Start Routine gives, 

1) hit threshold - MAXH 

2) winning delay ° MAXI 

3) winning bin slope = SLOPE 

Track Density, cuN - l 

Frame Number, XSJN - (MAXH + 1)72 

Delay, YSjN « (MAXI - SLOPE . (MAXH - l)/i 

(Frame) • (Frame), XSSJN - (MAXH+1)(2-MAXH+l)/6 

(Delay) ,XYSIN - H»I(KA*H«n . |gPE 

Delay Error, DJN » 0 
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Appendix C 

WAKE VORTEX PROGRAM 
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01 rfE ̂ :51 O>: -15J4T A{ 498 , a) # 1 X (502)-— 
^3 IC* J*(&*«>tj3<53Z>»JSu(5i,;a> 

DI SES 

OlS10L t 

DATA 13/1H /,IS/lri^/,IST/l'«X/,lSl/ln(/ilS2/lH)/ 

33C FO^AT (' FILE NC.*ftI3i» PCVfUNC, s »# 13i • RETURN INTL • TO , = • , I 3 J 

36" rC^..-»T(« UIJ-rH ■wND-.3',13,'W.0r 3IN3= • . 13, »MlN.» HlTS/B p:a « , 13 
^ 6YT6 'AP'T116'EF<KYtTli7 

J.?.i:-F.Crt..AT(l 

365 F0Ks47(lX#Tv>.'ALPS4'Tia3i»0 CJ CNT«T116i♦RAL?M HA5N0 CMGi 

23? FORMAT (in»lv2Ji>F*-,3ir6.2»F16.2iI3iF6i3»F6i3#F6|3) 

_4.6% roar.M-l 1X12J4-3J 

321 CONTINUE 

F0RMT(» IrL- ?ICVR ?IN 

IF < I ~L£T-li 

251 FCR^U (' NCONST, ?KCONST ?LQSV ?itnP ? • I3M 

l&Ldz 
253 rO^'.TC Kl-jFR KNOW,? WIOTH OF 5li*S? HH.ff OF HITS/3IN? - I3M 

ISLP=3 

252 ?C=?r;iT (13) 
psi'jT 14C 

T 363» J'O£»I 

5ICv 

XS( ,M sJi 
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INITIALISE ALL 3INS TO HERO HITS 
■00 2 

412 JXtpsj 

-00-44 3-I.si4.32i 

JSO( 

413 

INITIALISE THE RETURN FOR FIRST FftME TO BLANKS 
-0-C- _P6 lrltl\ltt 

226 Vmi) = lri 

-c— 

J 

-MSXR15C 

IBS.-? 

X ALt-D EiLliN E FI Lg f 1 f QQAt |R« «nATA,PAl_j-g 
212 

I'T?1.tI 1f [ Tly It?i_1_h_l 
RO THROUGH 49b ADDRESSES AN!) 493 DATA PUjhTS PER RECORO 
no ??? Tsi 4Q^ 

246 iF(j-ISTRT) ?41,244,241 
?4i TFr 8 we. TFBAMy r.n -h ?^ 

247 IF(J.NE.ICVH) 30 TD 232 

If{jr.A.f.E,I««5) GO TO 2C2 
IF UP, ST. MS.)—G a-_0_6.ta 

CO T? 622 
618 Nls 
62? 

.LE GO TO 245 
-2__JJ_E__S_. 

YSS(.v«F)«{Nl«YSS(KF-l>*LOSE)/(Nl*l) 
IOSt^ST A-89 
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LOSV=YSS(NF) 

..G0-4-O-222 
los=i 

PR1\T 36? 
pri\;t 9/^.Mf.i n*.l nsv 

-M> S V 4 * 

2 

7 IF(J.£O,iFRA?1) NF = NF* 
O 232 

JSTRT=2 

GO TO 2S2 

213 IF C.13TRT-H 442,444,444 

n Tn ?-,? 

GO TO 4 46 

ESTYaMAX! 

tJ./2-

YS ( X' ) s?1 AX I- 4«•»■ F Ml/2 ," 

ISUH-0 
nn 

472 CONTINUE 

.GO TO 446 

444 

TF 

464 

44 6 CONTINUE 
I^Ar U£XG£^ifH)) GO TO £3 2-

IFCJSTOP.LT,!) GO TO 466 

rax, a 

!F(j}(NF)iGT,?»P1) RM = ALPHA (<Mr )/( CftALPH(WF)*l, )»D(NF)) 
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PRINT VALUES 0^ Th£ DATA PQl.MfS EVEfcY CHANGE OF FRaME 
RR-U3L_23£.t.< iX (L) j Lai i 92 1 • ALPHA INF.) ..D.ONF )., 
O 

|.FLUSXCP.,. EO t U_AiF-S T a NF 

IF(,nFST,GE,55J GO TO 232 

FHE RETURN FOR EACH FRAME TO BLANKS 
12-^j, iwi* : 

312 JXCOMb 

-C !-W4-A L-W E-OEL AJ-R-1-T-, 4M* ESHO 10 -; 

S£IiiiL] «a 

Ni = NF-l, Hia\F-li FOR NF< QR s THE TvJO Tl*E CONSTANTS N AND M 

716 Nla\'F-l 

-€-0 TC 72-3-

718 
739 r 

GO TO 728 
■ 726 Kiev 

728 COkTIiNUE 

_C llPn*Tr^i^-0iL-tri£_SXi^^ILI.CAL^.AitlAtfLE5-.AX-£A£>LJh9ESa0tD_ca0SSii 
RALPH{NF)a(.Ni#P4tPK(;jF-l)*jai3ET{NF) J/(N1<1> 

X S (i'J ̂  ? g X S (\' * i'J ^ ? g X S (\' **»1 ) 

CO TO 2i(J2 

234 IF(J-ICVP) 232,224,202 

JpEL«iDEL-L3S 

PQTkT F.ift fitvrq QCt/pt[F ^ithjm r.TtfFN DFl 

f]F THF PATA PcI^jT jr TQf) fiLDSF TO RRTtlpjn ft OSJ/X 
IF(jr-EL-LOSV) ?! 

T f >j 11 c 

422 

■IPH1*ISLP«NF 
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_JS < Ji i= JS(J4> ♦ 1 

JSO{J6)"JSOU6>*1 

S (J«-)-«>JX (J2) )—452-i-< 54 ,.454. 
452 IF<j\<j2>-JS3tj6M 4fU.4*1,453 

432 

As? 

GO n 457 

455 IF(JS(J4)-KAKJ> 

__45S-HA.X J-JS (-J-4.-J 

MAX I=JOEL 

456 CONTINUE 
r-r> m m 

451 IF(. 
45Q MAX.IcJSQLJAi 

457 COMTlNUt 

436 

lF(l«NT,G£t«.) l 

mt;ji3 FSty? ty 

I(J,U, GQ TO 

|Ff.inEl.TGT.l'JPP) GP TO 2S2 

CHOSSING CHANCEO TO 1 FOR ACCtPTEO POINT 

mIumF-I. FOR NF < OR a THF. TWO TIME CONSTANTS N AND H 
S16.S.16iS"a . — : 

516 NlsraF-1 

518 Nl»N 

GO TO 523 
M1SM 

Mi'. nr AT THRFSHr1Ln HRQSSING 

MS «XSS -Ui£*ill±.ME « NEi/XAM 

564 A1=A 
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GO TO 563 

63-CO*4-T-l«UE 

-■ Y1+4 P-X-*. 

-1F-<I?3-1>-5*2,554 ,534 

554 IFCE^ftYl-ERJY) 553,553,544 

= 15 

552 Y(NF)=YJ.(NF) 

.»-i r fj a 

J0G2SJ0EL 
IX (J' • £ L } r T S T 

IF<JSTOP,LT,1) GO TO 505 

IFUrSTiGE.HNH) JSTOP"0 
44UE 

544 CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

r.o 

232 CONTINUE 
PRI.mT ^gg.»-!f 

PRINT 46?># (JX(IK), 

PRt.MT 45.T. <.JSflL>fTLsl.4a) 

PRINT 

404 CONTINUE 

END 
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VORTEX TRACKER REPORT 

General Status 

The following brief report is an account of a new design for the 

delay tracker in the AVCO pulsed vortex tracking system. The phil 

osophy of this design is to produce an integrated and efficient algo 

rithm which remedies some of the observed performance deficiencies 

of the current system. Among these difficulties are: 

a. Excessive running time due to use of 

floating point arithmetic. 

b. Erratic start-up of tracks. 

c. Failure to correlate data with track in 

ambiguous situations. 

The new system is a more consistent and powerful practical method 

for delay tracking. 

Additionally, a simplified version of this general design has been 

.programmed and checked out for use with the AVCO delay tracking 

simulator. The simplification has been to omit the secondary search 

procedure and the generation of split tracks in ambiguous data situ 

ations. The program has undergone preliminary tests (only as a means 

of checkout) and results are encouraging. No formal test results are 

available at this time. 

Further development of this program would require parameter 

tuning to optimally match data characteristics. The full algorithm 

should also be implemented to assess the effectiveness of its additional 

features. Extensive testing should be. performed to validate the algo 

rithm performance with real data. 

Design Outline 

The following design description is organized around Figures 1 

through 13. The remaining figures provide some background information. 

1 



Figure 1. Delay Tracker Features 

All fixed point processing is used to minimize computer running 

time. The smoothing algorithm is such that special scaling to pre 

serve accuracy is unnecessary and it may be programmed in fixed 

point directly as written. (Delays from zero to maximum are accommo-

dated with sufficient accuracy by the fixed point fractions 0 to 1.) 

The smoothing algorithm is computationally very efficient and esti 

mates track position and velocity recursively. It is a Kalman-Bucy 

filter based on an idealized model of track dynamics but should be em 

pirically useful in the present context. 

Each receiver/transmitter combination is handled separately for 

tracking. For each combination several tracks may be held simultan 

eously. This permits tracking of ghosts or baseline in addition to the 

main track; but, more importantly, if one track inadvertently follows 

false data, a second track can simultaneously acquire and follow the 

true data. The choice between them is made on the higher level when 

their data are selected for vortex calculations. 

In order to select the best from among several tracks, running 

measures of the status and quality of a track must be kept. These 

measures are: 

a. Type status - The track is being initiated 

upon (still tentative), it is undergoing normal 

tracking (normal), or it is a split (parent or 
trial). 

b. Firmness — A measure of the past consistency 
of data-track correlations which controls 

smoothing constant and bin size selection. 

c. Hit/Miss Count - A count of consecutive hits 
for initiation decisions or of consecutive misses 
for drop decisions. 

Multiple tracking and a variety of data situations are handled by 

an extended correlation logic. This logic implements a continuing 
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auto-initiation of new tracks on any data frame. It also selects the 

best data for each track and performs all track status decisions. In 

particular, when data of a normal track is missing in the primary 

bin, it constructs a larger secondary bin. A unique datum in the 

secondary bin leads to a split trial track, while the original track is 

also extrapolated (the parent). This situation is resolved on subse 

quent frames. 

Figure 2. Input Processing 

Input processing is executed once per frame. 

Input data is screened to eliminate known fixed targets and the 

baseline returns (if desired). This is accomplished as in the current 

system by assigning gating times which are used to suppress all de 

lay reports in the desired time intervals. 

The data is next sorted into a set of input tables, one for each 

of the 36 receiver /transmitter combinations. Each data word con 

sists of a delay time and a separate bit (normally zero) which can be 

set to indicate that the data has been utilized for track processing. 

Figure 3. Track Files 

Track information is kept in a set of track files, one for each 

receiver/transmitter combination. Each file has room for a maxi 

mum of several tracks (four tracks have been alloted in the initial 

program version). Each track slot consists of three words. 

The first track word (0) contains information on track status. 

Bit 0 is an occupancy indicator showing whether or not the track slot 

is being used. If the slot is not occupied, the additional information 

in it is old and of no consequence. Bits 1-2 indicate the status type 

of the track (see Figure 8). Bits 3-5 are used if this is a parent 

track (for a track split). They indicate which of the tracks in the file 
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is the trial (split) track associated with this parent. Bits 6-10 hold 

the firmness of the track (see Figure 5). Bits 11-15 contain the hit/ 

miss count which is utilized in track initiation and drop decisions 

(see Figure 8). 

The second track word (1) contains the smoothed "position" (actu 

ally time delay) estimate of the track. It is the quantity used directly 

in vortex position calculations. 

The third track word (2) contains the smoothed velocity estimate 

which is necessary for the internal operation of the smoothing algo 

rithm. 

These estimates are fixed point quantities, fractions whose 

scaling can be fixed once and for all by considering the maximum delay 

as the unit of position. The velocity can be held as the per frame change 

of delay. 

Figure 4. Smoothing Equations 

The smoothing equations recursively update position and velocity 

estimates of each track using the track's data for each frame. The 

equations are a practical implementation of a two-state Kalman-Bucy 

filter. 

The first step is to extrapolate the previous smoothed position, 

velocity to the present frame time (a one-frame advance). Then the 

deviation between the datum delay time d and the predicted position 

(delay time) Dn is calculated, and fractions (a, P) of it are added to 

the predictions to produce the updated, new smoothed position, velocity. 

In the case where no data is available on a frame, the extrapolated 

values are accepted as the new smoothed values. In such cases, when 

a new datum is finally found on a later frame, the P constant is modi 

fied by dividing by the number of frames since the last data was 

received (information available from the miss counter). Normally, 
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for steady, no-miss data conditions, this divisor will be one. 

Figure 5. Tracking Parameter Lookup 

The selection of or, p smoothing constants is implemented by a table 

lookup which is keyed upon the track firmness F . Firmness ranges 

from 0 to 15 in steps of 1. When the first datum is received for a track, 

a firmness of 0 is assigned. Subsequent hits increment F by one, 

while misses decrement it by two. The subsequent F excursions are 

limited to the range 1-15. 

As the firmness increases, the appropriate a , Pn decrease to pro 

vide increased smoothing. The maximum value of F which is permitted 

is a compromise between the maximum degree of smoothing desired vs. 

the need to follow quick variations in the delay dynamics. The value 15 

is only an initial guess of the appropriate parameter. 

Search bins sizeB are also made functions of firmness. The values 

listed are only illustrative and may be calculated from the known stan 

dard deviation (a) of delay noise. The bin size for FR= 1 is additionally 

based on the expected maximum change of delay position per frame. Bin 

sizes, & , may require experimental adjustment, since the theory on 

which they are based oversimplifies the actual track dynamics. 

Figure 6. a. p Values Used in Delay Tracker 

The a, p values listed in the firmness table are taken from a stan 

dard curve which can be derived by Kalman theory. (Except for the 

F =0,1 values which are special.) We have, 
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2(Frr+ " 

L = 
n 

Figure 7. Equivalent Data Weights 

The a, 6 smoothing is linear for constant a, (3. Thus the impulse 

response of the filter, the weighting of the past data values to achieve 

a position (or velocity) estimate, can be exhibited. This figure shows 

the position estimate weights for the or, P at a steady firmness of 15. 

It reveals that the weights are approximately exponentially tapered 

over about 10 samples. 

Figure 8. Track Status Transitions 

The possible track statuses are tentative, normal, parent and trial. 

A tentative track is created when data is initially received. It re 

quires N consecutive hits to be verified as a real track (rather than 

noise). The status then changes to normal. If any miss occurs during 

the tentative period, the track is dropped and must be reacquired if new 

data arrives. 

A normal track is maintained until too many consecutive misses are 

counted. It is then dropped and must be reacquired if data continues. 

Under special circumstances (no data in primary search bin, one 

datum in larger secondary bin), the normal track splits into: a parent 
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track which extrapolates without data, and a trial track which follows 

the data. A special a, p selection may be appropriate for this trial 

track smoothing, since a fast dynamic variation is indicated, and a, B 

should not be too small to follow it. 

On the next frame, the trial track survives (becomes normal, and 

the parent is dropped) only if the parent receives no data in its pri 

mary bin and the trial receives one datum in its primary bin. Other 

wise, the trial track is dropped and the parent reverts again to normal. 

Neither parent, trial or tentative, tracks can be split in this 

manner, and secondary search is unnecessary for them. 

Figure 9. Primary/Secondary Correlation 

As noted above, primary search is applied to all tracks, and the 

additional secondary search is used only with normal tracks. 

Bins are constructed by centering at the predicted position, Dn, 

for this frame. The primary tolerance is ± &n, and the secondary, if 

needed, is ± 1.5 £ . The enlargement factor can be experimentally 

adjusted. 

Figures 10-11-12-13. Correlation/Smoothing for Delay Tracks 

These figures exhibit the proposed correlation/smoothing program 

flow logic. This logic is entered three times for each frame process 

ing of a track file. Pass 1 processes the normal and parent tracks in 

a file. Pass 2 processes the trial tracks, and pass 3 processes the 

tentative tracks. This order is necessary because the various track 

categories have different priorities of access to the available data. 

Data which are used in any pass are so marked in the input file, and 

cannot be used by a subsequent track or in a subsequent pass. 

The logic contains the features previously described. Some 
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additional points are as follows: 

a. Before changing a tentative track to normal, 

its final estimated velocity is checked against 

prescribed limits to reject all tracks with im 

possible velocities. (Bin size also limits 

excessive velocity excursions implied by 

the first two data points.) 

b. If a normal track has more than one datum in 

the primary bin, that nearest to the prediction 

is selected. However, such a condition is 

counted as a partial miss (miss increment of 

1) to prevent continued tracking through heavy 

multiple noise reports. (Ordinary misses 

increment the miss counter by 2.) 

c. If a track file is full, splits cannot be accommo 

dated and a normal track is continued as a missed 

data case (not shown). 

d. Following the three passes through primary/ 

secondary correlation, some unused data may 

remain In the input file. This data is utilized 

to set up new tentative tracks (initiation pro 

cessing). The data is selected in order of the 

largest delay time (as is done in the current 

AVCO system) and set in the position estimate 

word of an unoccupied track slot. The velocity 

is set to zero. The occupied bit and other 

status information are initialized (status = 

tentative, I =1, Hit count =0). Note that the 

insertion of position data is equivalent to a 

smoothing step in which o= 1, B = 0. 

Background 

Figures 14-21 provide some background material relating to the 

firmness control of or, p and bin sizes. 

Figure 14. Variance Factor of Position Prediction Errors Due to Data 

Noise. 

This figure gives contours of equal position prediction smoothing 

in the a-B plane. Of special note is the stable triangle of or, p values. 
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Outside this triangle the recursive filter is unstable. The standard 

deviation of position prediction (due to noise effects) is Kct where a 

is the standard deviation of data noise, and K contours are exhibited 

in the figure. Small a, 8, in general, imply heavy smoothing, but 

the smoothing effects are rather modest for the range of values con 

sidered in present design. The exact formula is 

2B + a(Za + p) 
= 

Figure 15. Variance Factor Contours and Optimal a, P Curves 

This figure restricts the or-B plane to the practical region (the 

unit square) and redraws the K noise contours of the previous figures 

(now called K^). In addition, contours for errors from another source 

are also plotted. These are errors produced by a simplified model of 

the track maneuver dynamics. The simple model assumes that the frame 

to frame accelerations are independently selected from a zero mean 

distribution with prescribed variance (a ). 

Optimal selection of a, B is based on keeping one source of error 

constant while minimizing the other (this is equivalent to minimizing a 

weighted sum of the two errors). A locus of appropriate a, 6 is thus 

generated by the points of mutual tangency of these two sets of contours. 

The "standard" a, B curve is thus produced. A specific of, P selection 

from this curve then depends on the relative weight given to the two 

error effects. 

Figure 16. Optimal a, B Curves and Damping ContourB 

An alternate approach to a, B selection is to examine the transient 

response of the filter to abrupt changes in data. Pole-zero positions 

can be calculated and damping factors can be determined (for the envelope 
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of samples). This analysis reveals that the desirable damping factor 

of C = .7 produces an a, P curve close to the previously determined 

standard. 

FiRure J7. Optimal a, P Start-Up Sequence 

The foregoing figures and analyses were based on steady-state 

assumptions. By utilizing the same models, the problems of start-up 

and missing data can also be analyzed. This figure shows the optimal 

start-up sequence of a, P (smail circles) which begins at a= 1, P= 1 and 

descends asymptotically to a particular steady-state point. By repeat 

ing this calculation with various relative weights on noise/maneuver 

error effects, other sequences can be generated. These a, P points 

all lie between the standard curve and the "start-up envelope" curve. 

Successive points fall somewhere on the heavy traces shown in the 

figure. 

Since the start-up envelope is perturbed only very modestly from 

the standard curve, we adopt values of a, P on the latter also for start 

up. The first point (F = 1) is an exception where the true start-up 

value ff= 1, P = 1 is utilized. 

Figures 18-19 

These figures illustrate a similar calculation for missed data in 

which the frames-since-last-data factor (Tn) used in velocity smooth 

ing (see Figure 4) has been utilized. Starting from the steady-state 

condition (SS), it successively assumes that one miss, two misses, etc. 

occur. During the misses, the track is, of course, extrapolated. On 

the first datum after the misses, the optimal a, p are plotted (labeled 

IM after one miss, 2M after two misses, etc.). On the second datum, 

the optimal a, P drop to near the steady-state value. 

The calculations are made for two different steady-state starting 
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conditions in the respective figures. 

These results indicate that near optimal a, p for missed data con 

ditions can be selected from the standard curve with a suitable firm 

ness control and a T factor correction, 
n 

Figures 20-21 

The optimal adjustment of bin sizes is based on a comparison of 

false report density with the probability density of the predicted posi 

tion of the report. The width of the latter distribution is produced by 

the noise/maneuver errors described previously. If data is missed, 

the width increases but the height of the distribution decreases. At 

first this increases the appropriate bin, but finally, the bin narrows 

and vanishes. 

These effects are built into practical design only very roughly. 

Thus, the enlarged secondary bin is utilized only in a very restricted 

way. Also the vanishing of a bin is equivalent to the decision to drop 

a track, which is implemented directly by counting consecutive misses. 

The remaining figure illustrates results of a calculation of devia 

tion (difference between data and predicted position) variance during 

track start-up. The different curves are for different noise/maneuver 

weightings and lead to different steady-state values. Since the suggested 

maximum firmness is 15, the appropriate steady-state parameter is 

X«.005 (see Figure 15). By following this curve and multiplying the 

standard deviation by a safety factor of 3.5 to 4, bin sizes listed in 

Figure 5 are obtained. (Cf. the simpler formula given in the descrip-

tionof this figure. This formula assumes a X. = 0 curve, which leads to 

nearly the same result.) 
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DELAY TRACKER FEATURES 

ALL FIXED POINT PROCESSING (FOR SPEED) 

EFFICIENT SMOOTHING ALOGRITHM 

MULTIPLE TRACKS PER RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER 

FINER DISTINCTIONS ON TRACK QUALITY/STATUS 

. TYPE STATUS 

• FIRMNESS 

h • HIT/MISS COUNT 

EXTENDED CORRELATION LOGIC 

• CONTINUING AUTO-INITIATION 

• PRIMARY/SECONDARY SEARCH 

• TRIAL (BRANCHING) TRACK INITIATION 

AND RESOLUTION 

FIGURE 1. 



FIGURE 2. 

INPUT PROCESSING 

DELAY DATA 

I 
SCREEN-

DATA WORD 

TIME 

TABLE FOR EACH 

RCVR/XMTR 

COMBINATION 
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FIGURE 3. 

TRACK FILES 

ONE FILE FOR EACH RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER 

SEVERAL TRACKS PER FILE 

THREE WORDS PER TRACK 

WORD NO. 0 (STATUS) 

I I . 1 . ■ I , ■ . ■ I , . , ■ 1 
/^ 

occupancy status reference firmness hit/miss count 

to trial 

• WORD NO. 1 (POSITION ESTIMATE) 

1 I Dn 

WORD NO. 2 (VELOCITY ESTIMATE) 

Dn 
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FIGURE 4. 

SMOOTHING EQUATIONS 

RECURSIVE 

PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF AN OPTIMAL 

KALMAN FILTER 

EXTRAPOLATE 

D = D . 
n n-1 

SMOOTH 

Dn = Dn + «n<dn 

Q 

USE D IN VORTEX CALCULATION 

D ,D SMOOTHED POSITION, VELOCITY 
n n 

D D PREDICTED POSITION, VELOCITY 
n' n 

d DELAY DATA 
n 

a , B SMOOTHING PARAMETERS 
n n 

T FRAMES SINCE LAST DATA 
n 
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FIGURE 5. 

TRACKING PARAMETER LOOKUP 

IF HIT n: 

IF MISS: 

INITIAL HIT: 

F , . = F +1 
n+ 1 n 

F. . =F -2 
n + l n 

F =0 -»F, = 1 
o l 

(F = 15) 
4 n max ' 

(F . = 1) 
v n min ; 
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0.2 -

a,/3 VALUES USED IN DELAY TRACKER (COMPARED WITH 

STANDARD CURVE) 

FIGURE 6. 
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FIGURE 7. 

EQUIVALENT DATA WEIGHTS FOR SMOOTHING AT MAXIMUM FIRMNESS 



FIGURE 8. 

TRACK STATUS TRANSITIONS 

INITIATE NORMAL : N CONSECUTIVE HITS 

NORMAL DROP .: M CONSECUTIVE MISSES 
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FIGURE 9. 

PRIMARY/SECONDARY CORRELATION 

PRIMARY SEARCH - ALL TRACKS 

SECONDARY SEARCH - NORMAL TRACKS 

TIME 

SECONDARY SEARCH 

PRIMARY SEARCH 

Dn-KAn 
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FIGURES 10-11-12-13. 

CORRELATION/SMOOTHING FOR» DELAY TRACKS 

PASS. 

1 

2 

3 

TRACK CLASSES 

normal & parent 

trial-

tentative 

©■ 

Enter 

Next pass 

Done? 

Next track. 

Done? 

Extrapolate. 

Build primary bin. 

Search for data. 

Number of data found. 

Select only datum. 

Mark used. 

more than 

one. 

To 

Initiation 

Processing 

© 
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FIGURES 10-11-12-13. 

CORRELATION/SMOOTHING FOR DELAY TRACKS 

tentatiVc 

Increment hit 

count ' 

over limit? 

Look up Qf 

Smooth 

Check velocity. 

O.K. ? 

Changs status 

to normal. 

Reset count 

© 

Status? 

normal parent 

Change status 

to normal 
Delete associated 

trial track. 

Reset miss count 

Look up <Z, 

Smooth. 

Increment firmness 

{ + 1) with limit 

© 

trial 

Change status 

to normal. 

Deleted associated-

parent track. 
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FIGURES 10-11-12-13. 

CORRELATION/SMOOTHING FOR DELAY TRACKS 

Status? 

tentative I normal 

Select nearest datum. 

Mark used. 

Increment miss 

count i + 1). 
Excessive misses. 

Drop track. 

If parent, drop 

associated trial 

track. 

parent 

Increment miss 

count ( + 2). 
Excessive misses? 

-trial 

Drop trial-

track. 

Change associated 

parent track 

to normal. 

if -: 
Decrement firmness 

( + 2) with limit 

© 
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FIGURES 10-11-12-13. 

CORRELATION/SMOOTHING FOR DELAY TRACKS 

© 

Status? 

tentative normal • 

Build secondary bin. 

Search for data. 

One datum in secondary? 

Select datum. 

Mark used. ' 

Increment miss 

count { + 1). 

Excessive misses? 

© 

Chango status 

to parent 

Start trial 

track (if 

possible). 

Smooth trial track. 

(Special Q,/3 ) 

Decrement firmness 

( + 1) with limit 

parent 
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3 

2 -

STABLE TRIANGLE 

WHERE C2= DATA NOISE VARIANCE 

FIGURE 14. 

VARIANCE FACTOR OF POSITION PREDICTION ERRORS DUE 

TO DATA NOISE 
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0.2 -

X = MANEUVERABILITY FACTOR 
aZ 

K? • C2= PREDICTION- VARIANCE (COMPONENT) OUE TO OBSERVATION ERRORS 

k? • CZ~ PREDICTION VARIANCE (COMPONENT) DUE TQ RANDOM MANEUVERS 

FIGURE 15. 

VARIANCE FACTOR CONTOURS AND OPTIMAL Gt,/3 CURVE 
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STANDARD £=0.7 

0.8 -

ALTERNATE 

STANDARD 

FIGURE 16. 

OPTIMALaTfl CURVES AND DAMPING CONTOURS 
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STANDARD- . 
CURVE >. 

START UP 

ENVELOPE 

0.4 ' 0.6 

CL,'& TRACES 
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FIGURE 17. 

OPTIMAL a, P START-UP SEQUENCE 
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0.2 -

FIGURE 18: 

OPTIMAL a, ft FOR MISSING DATA SEQUENCE 
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0.8 

0.6 

0.2 -

FIGURE 19. 

OPTIMAL a, & FOR MISSING DATA SEQUENCE 

(A = 0.G1). 
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DETERMINATION OF BIN SI2ES 

DISTRIBUTION OF 
PREDICTED NEXT return 

V FALSE. 
RETURN 
DENSITY 

INCREASING TIME 

SINCE LAST DATA 

FIGURE 20. 
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SCANfr AFTER1 FIRST DATA 

FIGURE 21. 
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DEVIATION VARIANCE BEHAVIOR IN START-UP SEQUENCE 
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APPENDIX A 

Delay Tracking Program 

This program was designed to improve system performance by 

enhancing the reliability and accuracy of delay tracking. The im 

provement results in an overall increased immunity to noise and a 

reduced susceptibility to data discontinuities. This program is a 

simplified version of the complete system described in the body of 

the report. 

The program consists of six routines: 

1. Main routine ARCON provides the bulk of 

logical and control operations of all other 

routines. 

2. Routine INITIA performs the process of new 

track initiation. 

3. Routine INSERT inserts new tracks which are 

initiated by INITIA-routine into track file. 

4. Routines LOOKTR and QUEST look for a track 

of the proper status which should be con 

tinued and the data for the job. 

5. Routine DROP eliminates tracks which cannot 

be continued properly (see flow chart of the 

algorithm). 
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'1.6 C MAY -72 1 <•■;.. OS/360 fORTRA/i h 

COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=0I,LINEC^T=5O,SI LE=( 
SnU3.CE.,..EBC.D LC, NOLI ST, NQp.ECKiii_9^blV MA^^^DjilijX, NO XREJ 

U 

02 SUBPOUTINE ARCON (K OA T A, NT RACK, MMB, H FR M, N'MBRS KObftftyfc aWMvOT ) 
03 DJMENS.ION...TRCJ.18, 4 ,2), MST (18,4, 5 J ' ' • ' L''" :: * r 1}_ !i i 

D IMfc'NS ION DT (18 ,11), NTRACK{ 2 ) ,KDDTR {2 J , NMRP. (18," 4,21 ,Tr " 
1JON...P.AB.AJ1(.I5,3) * 

C6 NCATA=10 
XJZ KT=% ' 

08 NHITLM=3 

12 DC 7900 NN=1V18 

3L2 c 

1A CC 6600 LM=1,5 

15 

16 6700 C-CNTI-NUE ■ ■ : ' • . 

is csll initia(ot,trc,nst,ntrack,ndata,nt,nmbT7n"mb,nfW)" 
10 nn 1 

2C . KCATA(I) = 1 

2L_ 1.1 CJLLI., L)=J7JT.. 

22 " RETURN 
23 i 1 

24 CC 3 NPASS = 1,2 

26 

21 LinNTfUCMMPASSi/l 
28....; _. - . If (I) 3,3,-V • 

30 CO 5 KP=1,1 

3J 

32 500 FCPMAT(2I10J 

3JL WilIF..(6.,3.54,lB,EG.IM»JBFGINf I.NPT. _ ' ' 
34 55 FCRMATMxUllOj --,--.-.-_ ._.____.__ 

15 CA1..L_LC GKIJLi J 3£ G.I N , J B F.G. IN, N P T»N S11N T >_ J±±lll_± 
36 PRED=TRC( IBEGIM, JBEGIN, 1J+TRCCI BEGIN, j'BECfNI ,2 ) < I : ' 

U UfMfc^£Ee.Q±EA8AJ3.LNST.(..I.eJECINt JPjEQIftuai »3J - ' -
38 OCWBN = PREO-PARVM<NST(IQEGIN,JBEGIN, 3),3) 

3-9 CALL_QUJiS.T (J REG. IN , DT, ND AT A, DQ.w3N , UPBIN » P P. FQ , IQ, N0) 
40 IF{ND-lJ6,7r8 ' 

Al 6 I_F_mPASil-.U.3a.2.Tl3_ 

42 3 IF(NPASS-1J3,9,13 ~ 
^3_ 9 HST(TRFnrtyr J.Q.EJ3.I_W.,.4)xNSJ.t IBEGJN, JLB£G.IN»<tL+l 

44 IF(NST(IBEGIN,JBEGIN,4)-MSLIM)18,18,13 " 
4.5 1.2. NS.TJ.I.D.EGLN., J.OE.GIN ,4 ).=NS.T.{.TBEGIN, JflEGIN, 4 )+2 _ 

46 IF<NSni9EGIN,JBEGINf4)-MSLIM)10rl0t13 
4 7_ .1.Q L.E_(NS TJ .I.O.ESJ.N., J_B£GIN».3L-2 ) 14,14,15 
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48 14 NST(I3EGINrJBEG!N,2)=l 

^q GC TO 5_ 

50 15 

5JL jGJLJ.G 5 

52 13 -, l»iS-Tf ••IP'^^*>1 BEGINf ]L 
53 _^,.^XR^MWRA^^NXRACJC 
54 CALL dRGP(NSTfNMRR,IBEGIN,JBEGIN) 

55 Gr TO 5 t. , .„_.,..._—. 

56 7 IF(NPASS-l)3f16,17 

57 i a JiSK I BEGIN r JBEGTN.t 4)..=JD — — 
53 "" 18~ TRC(!BEGINtJBEGINil)=PRED4'PARAMtNST(IBEGIN,JBEGINi3)iL)* 

JJLC.m3EGI.NrIPJ-PRED».._ „ ..„ ™,..:. ._, V.,.. 
TN'NSTUBEGINtJBRGIN,'!)*! 

LB£.US£GINjJB.EGIN.i.2)=T.BC.l I.BEtJI&b_J.B.fcGJji,_2J±.-^___,.^,^-^-...ur_ 
IBEGINtJDEGIN.3).2)*IDT(lBEGIN,lP)-iPkEOl/XN.: 

J.F_JLNPA 

17 NSTUB6GINfJBEG!Nt5)«NST(IBEGINtJBEGINi5)>.i 
Qf T0 J^g^ ....__ 

2.7 IfJlRa 

20 V»(-TRC«IBEGlNiJBEGINf2)) 

21 V=TRC(IBEGIN,JBEGIN,2) 

23 NST(IBEGIN,JBEGIM,2)=2 

NST( I aEGJN t JRSG INJt h )«0 

N TRACK (1) = NTRACK( ll+l 

24 JFlNSTIIBEG!NfJBFGINt3l-15125»26f2S 

i"51__Ji!SI( IBEGINiJBeGIN, 3).sNSTi.IBE.GlN, JBE.GIN, 3. )+l. . 

CALL INSERf(TRC,MSTfNMBR,NFRM,IBEGIN,JBEGIN} 

CT(IBEGIN»MA)=OT{ , 

IF(.ntUB£GINfNAJ-7777,)28, 5t28 .r.rr_^._....... ;v:i 

2 3 CCNTINUE ; 

._.5_ CCNTI.NU£....._ ... •-• ......--— 

3 CCNTINUE ■< 
TRACK«DATANTJ4yBR^N^ 

DG 30 1 = 1 ti8 
KCftLA(l.) = l ... 

30 CTU,1> = 7777. 

BF.T 

END 

35 
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.6 ( MAY 72 ) 05/360 FORTRAN H 

CCMPILER OPTIONS - NA«E= MftIN,0PT=01,LINECNT=50»SIZE=OOOOK» 
IC^aLISTNDnEC^LQA0mPllQEJl S0mCE,E 

02 SUBROUTINE INI TT A { OT tTRC.,NST,NTRACK ,N0ATA fMT, NMBR,NMB,N>=RM) 

^ DJLM£NS10iL_D.T_L18., 1L : ,.TRC.( 18,4,2.J ,NST ( IB, A , 5L.NI3ACKC2J ..jUM3 *SL3 ,4-, 11 

04 DIMENSION DIN(4) 

C5 C5 

C6 CC 15 1=1*18 

jQJ &=£L 
08 DC 5 J=1,NT 

C3 L£JLNS-T-LU J-i-LU-lt J-..5. 

10 1 K=K*1 

12 IF(K)lfl5.7 

13 ? MH=O 

14 CC 9 J=1,K 

15 : CLhO 

16 DC 9 L=ltMOATA 

18 10 IP«DT(ItL)-0J3f9,ll 

IS 11 n=nT(I«L) 

20 LL=L 

2J 2J 

22 14 IFIDII.18.17 

23 

24 CINU) = 

?^ Q£_JJL_L= 

26 CT(ItL)=OT(I,L+l) 

I...L1=7.22X.) 13,B,13_ 

28 13 CCNTINUE 

29 « CCNTINUE .' 

30 18 IF«NH)ltl5*19 

3J L2 J=J 
32 CC 12 L=1»NT 

33 

34 16 NST(l,l,l)=l 

33 
36 NSTU.L,3)=1 

38 NSTUtL,5)=0 

3S LIRMJa2 

40 TRC(I,L,1)=DIN(J) 

42 J=J+1 

44 NNBRUtUI )=NMB 

45 C MJ INSHRTllRC »NST.,.NM8R, NeRHr.I.t.L.) 

46 IF(J-NH)12»12»15 

47 L2 C_CN.H.NUE_ 
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<tS 15 CCNTINUE 

50 20 CCNTINUE 

* 5 J R£.T_U£IN._ _. 

52 ' END 
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.6 < KAY 72 ) OS/363 FORTRAN H 

COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME = MAIN,OPT=01,LINECNT*50,SIZE=OOO0K, " 

C2 * SUBROUTINE LOOKTRJIBEGIN,JBEGIN,NPT,NST,NT) 

C3 ^_ai!4EWS4.ON_.WSJ-t.La, A.-5J 

04 |F(JBEGIN-NT)5t6,l 

05-

C6 GC TO 7 

C2 -—6 IBFfiTN'al 
C8 I9EGIN=IBEGIN+1 

0.9 J D-G-i—Ls-IEEG .111*18 

10 DC 2 J=JBEGIN,NT 

LJ I£lNS.LtTU-UJJ J,, 

12 3 I«=(NSTU»J»2)-NPT)2,4,2 

13? 

14 JBEGIN=1 

16 ~ ^ 
17- XEEGINsJ— 

18 RETURN 

13 
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.6 ( PAV 72 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H 

CC'APllER OFTICNS - N4ME= MAIN,OPT=O1,LINECNT=50,SIZE=0003K, 

SOURCE.-EBJCDICjJUQL1STfNnDFCKTl nAnyMAPTNDEDTTfTD,NOXRF_E. 

02 SUBROUTINE QUEST(I BEGIN,nTfNDATA,DB ,UB,PRED,ID,K) 

C3. Cl^-EMSION nT(L8,±1) .-. 

C4 IC=O 

C5 IC=O 

C6 CLST=1CCOO. 
G_7 nr i T=irMnAT& . 

C8 IF(DT(IBEGIM,I)-7777.)9,3,9 

C9 .9— I FJLDI.UB EG 1 W,.U..G E..QB*J\N0 * D.T-U&EG.15UXI. LE. UM_SI1_TJO_4 

11 GC TO 1 

12 /t 

13 DI=DT(IBEGIN,I)-PRED 

; tf tm i s>At a : 

15 5 DI=(-DI) 

16 6 TFrnT .cT-.ri «;ti r,n m ) 

18 IC=I 

L.9 LLSIsJII 

2C 1 CONTINUE 

21 1 RPTURN 

22 END 
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.6 t PAY 72 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H 

COMPILER OPTICNS - NAME* MAIN,nPT=Ol,LINECNT*50,SIZE=OOOOK, 

'02 SUBROUTINE INSERT (TRC ,NST,NMkJR,NFRM, I ,J ) 
03 HMEM SI ON T R C M JB,A.i2J_, MSXt IB iA»3X,iiMB JlLLfl.,iL«2J 
C4 C CCMM0N/AAA/IFRM<i8,4,20),RESULTt18r4t20) 

06 'M"BR(IVJ,2)»NMBR(ItJ92)+l 
•CI 

08 RESULT<I,J,NMaRU,J,2M=TRC(I,J,ll 
LB.—^ LE-UimB RI I *-J-,2J^ZQJ±uZsJ 

10 2 rF(NST(I,J,3)-MFIRM)3,4,4 

12 10 FCRMA-TU 10,10110) 

IRESULT(t.J.l).(RESULT(I.J.Ki 

1^ 11 FGRMAT(F20.2t9F10.2) 

15 MJ8-HE16-,.L2JJL£ELA11L.Jilll. 11FRM (I. J .K 1. tc= 1 71?O. L) 

16 12 FCRMAT(I20,9I10) 

12 W PITF t6.iJ3.IB ESU1-T.J_L»JJJL14-, t JR. FSin tm. j ̂ K) .K=l?T 2ntl) 
18 13 FGRMAT(F20.2,9F10.2) 

13 3 h»BR( I.J,?>=fl 

20 1 RETURN 
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